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sunscreen
blinds

made to measure

Melbourne Shade Systems Sunscreen blinds offer a
economical solution for keeping the sun off windows.
The design is slim-line and suits modern contemporary
architecture. The choice or mounting frames can be
powder coated to match any colour.
Neat and elegant European design well suited to
contemporary architecture.
The Sunscreen Awning is a compact profile design that
includes a neat 95 mm or 125 mm aluminium cassette
head box, square bottom rail and side channels which
can be powder coated to any colour required.
Awning can be fitted inside a recess during construction,
thus totally hiding the components from view.
Available in up to 5.4 metre wide with a 3.4 metre drop
in a single unit.
Sunscreen Awnings also have the option to run on
stainless steel wire guides instead of the channel for a
more elegant look. Or even mount the whole unit
upside down so the awning can be pulled bottom up
with the addition of a Fabric Tensioned System.
Operation is manual through a gearbox or can be fully
motorised.
Motorisation further allows individual or group control
over a number of windows simultaneously, timer
function and climate sensor.
Fabric choices available from Acrylic canvas to various
woven and dipped mesh styles. An opaque fabric can
be used to provide full block-out, while a sheer fabric
can offer sun and heat protection without losing your
view.
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